Theater life: a demanding mistress

BY WANDA LeMONTAGNE

The Theater is a demanding mistress who shows no mercy to the actors. To be accepted, an actor must be willing to work hard. Attending rehearsals day after day, moving from one play to the next, sometimes with an overlap, constantly being involved in one way or another-these are the symptoms of a disease of the stage.

Elaine Fournier, 22, a Cal Poly graduate student in American Literature, has committed herself to that demand. She and two other students are enrolled in a directing class offered by the Drama Department and taught by Dr. Michael Malkin.

Fournier recently took time before a rehearsal to discuss her involvement with the theater and the directing class. The actor was her own living room, comfortably draped against a chilly 10-10 Ophiusa night. The scene was bare, with two black American Sign language easels and a cigarette holder for Fournier's cigarette. Articulate and relaxed, she herself created the atmosphere of the evening.

"I will always be involved with theater, but I haven't made up my mind if I want to continue with the theater. It's been a lot of fun, but I've done more performing." Her first performance happened by accident when she was fifteen years old. Her dancing teacher choreographed a play in which one of the cast members became ill. Fournier was substituted, "hiding by the theater bug" and she's been acting ever since.

A role in "The Owl and the Pussy Cat" was a stroke of luck. The Theater last year let Fournier to see the idea of directing a play.

"I had just never thought about it before," she said. Working with Mark McDougall, "a good, young director" from Cal Poly, Fournier asked about his play, hearing repeated again and again under his direction. McDougall suggested they direct the next play together which was the work "The Owl and the Pussy Cat." The students then went on to direct "The Owl and the Pussy Cat" at the San Luis Obispo Little Theater. Fournier has taken this to heart about acting, but I've been more performing."

The term "director" has been defined to them. The students have to be aware of the director's role. Malkin grades students on their interaction with the actors in their classes.

"A director tries to make the actors learn to trust that the director wants them to look their best. An actor who is willing to follow a director's instructions is more versatile," she said.

One of the problems Fournier has had with actors is that they don't realize that just because they ask for audition doesn't mean that will be chosen for the part. Being rejected in hard to do, she said, and even her friends have been hurt in the casting process. However, discipline often suffers for a few hours," she said.

"My biggest personal frustration is that I wish the class was longer. The class should be a whole year long. There's never enough time. We're just scratching one aspect of directing-getting the actors to do what you want."

Each of the three students in the class will direct one act play. Each will arrange the auditions, the rehearsals and be responsible for the scenery and props. Even the publicity is up to them. The play will be presented free of admission in Room 312 of the Drama Building. Fournier's play, "The Typists," will be staged March 6.
Shedding some light on the campus housing issue

Letters

Editor:

Your editorial, "Trapped in a box," in the January 31 issue of Mustang Daily suggested a major problem in San Luis Obispo housing. This letter is not written to overtly discuss the problem but to point out that misleading your readers about the existence of campus housing programs is only to compound the problem. As a member of the campus housing staff for my second year, and a resident of campus housing for my fourth year, I was deeply concerned about breaching this letter in its entirety in order to correct the incorrect information you have published.

When you found it necessary to bring back the situation involving Greg Janes and the Housing Department, let me provide a little more detail on the situation, without passing judgment. You mentioned that Greg was doing what he was advised to do, and the only alternative to going directly straight home after a 12-hour day was to meet behind his halls.

The Housing Department is a division of Student Affairs. My experience has been to find an open door policy from RA's all the way up to the Dean of Students. Our housing Program may indeed be slow in changing. It has some problems like any other organization. As long as the criticism given is constructive, I think I will always find people willing to consider your ideas. It is generally irresponsible for a newspaper to report facts, whether in an unsigned editorial or on the front page, that are incorrect or incomplete, and that will lead readers to incorrect perceptions of the situation. It is a shame that the Mustang Daily editorial staff supports such sensationalism.

Send A. A. Rambodzawski, Housing Officer, North Mountain Halls

RA speaks out

Editor:

In the January 31 issue of Mustang Daily, you printed an unsigned editorial entitled "Trapped in a box." I am writing this letter in order to express my anger and frustration at the inaccuracy of your editorial.

In reiterating the Greg Jensen of a year ago, you made some rather harsh statements about "one individual." This is not the case. Resident advisors are not chosen for any position; they are equipped for any situation. There are resident advisors that do not strictly adhere to the policies. Not only did you show your lack of integrity for reiterating a year past problem without stating all of the situation as it was, but you further failed to bring the ease up-to-date as to what happened.

You go on to speak of RA's having their "arrests twisted and being afraid to speak out on campus. You are not clear that you knew few or no RAs here at Poly. I am sure that most any RA who is a part of the professional staff would have been if her name had not been Patty Haaral. It is not equipped to handle anyone like Ms. Haaral. There is no slot for her to readily slip into.

People will remember the whole thing forever as being strange, or peculiar, or slightly bizarre. But they should remember one thing: none of it would have ever happened if her name had not been Patty Haaral.

Throughout your editorial, you have challenged the professional ethics of a large and integral division of the University. It is appealing to me that a group of college students representing the leadership of the University newspaper could publish such a blatant misrepresentation of the way things are. No wonder your editorial board chooses to leave its opinions unsigned.

Bernard C. Alpern, Resident Advisor, Multi Hall

Blasted coverage

Editor:

It is really a shame that your sports coverage is prejudiced. During the past year Cal Poly Bowling team placed first in the invitational hosted by Poly, Tamao from all over California, such as San Jose State, UC Berkeley, and UCLA, were in attendance. In the tournament there was only one perfect game, the first in the past eight years for this event. This was not mentioned in the Daily.

Also, Poly's own squad set a national record for a five-man team game. The score of 134 came in an average of 34.9 per man. This is the highest score achieved, not only by Poly but for Cal Poly as a whole. The entire team was excited.

Even though the beggars are not supported, they should be recognized and commended for their record and tournament win.

Perry V. Vargas

Connolly enters the race

By any other name

Some out Patty Haaral, "the poor little rich girl." Things are going her way again, though. She was recently pardoned and will now marry her ex-bodyguard.

But any way you look at it, somebody got a real raw deal. Patty Haaral had problems. She violated a couple house rules for being a criminal. For one thing, she was just too rich and famous. Rich people are just too much funnily by the authorities, because they have influence that might make it possible for the public to find out just how bad prison conditions are. We're poor people to jail. No one listens and no one cares.

Recently, Miss Haaral's past was NOT swept-under-the-carpet. At some point in her ordeal, she changed from victim to accuser. Naturally, this raised a lot of concern among people. No one wants to deal with anyone who is sort of guilty. It's either all or nothing. Miss Haaral, seemed, was one of these inconvenient cases.

Of course, the American press and public were watching the proceedings with hand-wringing interest. Everyone was ready to scream bloody murder as soon as the Anderson woman passed down, because they'd all positive she'd be arrested—because still was Patty Haaral.

Well, they were disappointed. What happened was a compromise suitable for someone who was partially innocent.

Author Kathy McKeen is a sophomore journalism major and Mustang Daily staff writer.

It's when the American justice system handles exceptional cases that its weakness becomes most glaringly apparent. The system is not equipped to handle anyone like Miss Haaral. There is no slot for her to readily slip into.

Yes, when the whole thing forever as being strange, or peculiar, or slightly bizarre. But they should remember one thing: none of it would have ever happened if her name had not been Patty Haaral.
Campus police investigate Monday's bomb threat

Campus security is continuing its investigation into the bomb threat called into SCPR, which was directed at the Science Department's Program building. No bomb was found.

The anonymous caller—Carmine Cattell, fake name Joe Terry—received a call at 6 p.m. from an unidentified person saying there was a bomb in the TOP building. The building is located between Lassen and Nangle and is near Lulu Halls.

The caller was called and the building was evacuated and searched on the campus. The department was on standby—the search did not uncover a threat, said Riddell.

Riddell 'stable'

Alumni services director Steve Riddell is still in the intensive care unit at UCI Medical Center, but is reported to be in stable condition. Riddell, a former French Hospital, two weeks ago, to have a bomb taken from his throat. Tests showed the tumor found to be inoperable, but complications set in the side of the horse. Riddell was taken to UCI Medical Center for surgery after a minor artery ruptured in his throat, causing severe hemorrhaging.

Connie Junkin, Alumni Services secretary, asked the internes of a dorm, the washed skin of an old man and the glassy eyes of an actress, can all be brushed through the use of theatrical makeup.

The techniques behind those faces will be the topic of a Cal Poly Extension course being planned for February and March.

In "Theoretical Makeup—Background Techniques," William Drake will teach students the basic elements of makeup application and design. Drake is the technical director for Cal Poly's theater program.

Classes will be held from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, beginning February 8. There will be three one-hour sessions each day, held in room 204 of the Hospitality and Business Center. The fee is $97.50, and preregistration is recommended.

Class offered
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Psychic locates nude body

SACRAMENTO (AP) — Proposition 13 will drive housing prices up because communities will be less likely to approve new subdivisions "because they will be "building up rather than out," said Post and Brown.

"Every aspect of Proposition 13 tends to increase home prices," commission chairman A. Alan Post said at a Monday news conference.

"When you lower taxes you raise the value of land," Post said, and new subdivisions "accumulate not revenues but liabilities" because the tax limits in Proposition 13 prevent communities from collecting enough taxes to pay for the services they use.

"It's certainly going to discourage cities reaching out to take in new areas," and the result will eventually be that the cities will be "building up rather than out," Post added.

Post said that the tax increase is "almost inevitable" within five years as welfare, health and education costs shift from local to state government.

Laetrile blamed for death

OAKLAND (AP) — A "desperate woman who chose Laetrile treatment rather than lose her breast to cancer surgery" and be "defemned," said Post, died from cyanide poisoning by the country, according to investigators.

"Every aspect of Proposition 13 tends to increase home prices," commission chairman A. Alan Post said at a Monday news conference.

"When you lower taxes you raise the value of land," Post said, and new subdivisions "accumulate not revenues but liabilities" because the tax limits in Proposition 13 prevent communities from collecting enough taxes to pay for the services they use.

"It's certainly going to discourage cities reaching out to take in new areas," and the result will eventually be that the cities will be "building up rather than out," Post added.

Post said that the tax increase is "almost inevitable" within five years as welfare, health and education costs shift from local to state government.
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"Every aspect of Proposition 13 tends to increase home prices," commission chairman A. Alan Post said at a Monday news conference.

"When you lower taxes you raise the value of land," Post said, and new subdivisions "accumulate not revenues but liabilities" because the tax limits in Proposition 13 prevent communities from collecting enough taxes to pay for the services they use.

"It's certainly going to discourage cities reaching out to take in new areas," and the result will eventually be that the cities will be "building up rather than out," Post added.

Post said that the tax increase is "almost inevitable" within five years as welfare, health and education costs shift from local to state government.
Studies show Poly is on of a kind

LISA BURWELL

Cal Poly is one of a kind, said Tom Dunsagan, director of Institutional Research.

Of the 19 campuses in the California State University and College System students at Cal Poly tend to take more classes, work less, graduate sooner and are generally younger than other college students, according to statistical research.

It takes the average student in California approximately 6.4 years to get a degree. The average Cal Poly student goes on to finish 4.6 years, or 1.4 quarters to earn a degree. There are a number of reasons for this difference.

Eighty-five percent of the students at Cal Poly take 13 or more units each quarter. This is the highest proportion of full-time students of any college or university in the state system.

Part of the reason for this is that the majority of people going to Cal Poly are in the area because of the university. Only 13 percent of the students at Cal Poly come from San Luis Obispo county. That leaves 87 percent of the students needing here with the main objective of getting an education. Many other campuses are composed of local people who work and take classes part time.

Students at Cal Poly also tend to be younger in comparison to students attending the other state colleges and universities. Over half of the students at Cal Poly are 21 years old or younger. The majority of students at the other state colleges and universities are at least 34 — or third or over 50.

Of these ambitious young people coming each year to Cal Poly, over half of them will drop out before completing their degree. Students show that very few of these students leave school because they are in academic trouble.

Cal Poly students generally work in outside jobs less than the average student at other colleges and universities in the state system.

Tax service being provided

Business administration students will be providing free income tax services at the Rec Center.

Known as Volunteer Income Tax Assistance, the service will be available through March 9 at the Rec Center.
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How you can change the world in 25 years or less.

Let's face it.

In 25 years or less, the world of energy as you know it, will be entirely different.

So will we.

Today, we're a leader in the petroleum industry and tomorrow, when your children are grown, we hope to be meeting their energy needs as well.

We're committed $80 million dollars this year alone to research and development programs that include advanced oil.

We're in the midst of scientists finding and utilizing uranium, solar research, geothermal energy development. Even new technology to produce fuel from coal and synthetic crude oil from tar sands and oil shale.

And all the while, we're still looking for ways to squeeze every drop out of old oil fields. And continuing the important search world-wide for new ones.

If you're also committed to changing the world, to making your mark on the energy frontiers ahead, will you talk to us?

With our Professional Employment Coordinator, looking over the shoulders of Standard Oil Company of California, 225 Bush Street, San Francisco, California 94104. Or see our recruiters when they visit your campus.

Standard Oil Company of California
Chevron Family of Companies
An equal opportunity affirmative action employer.

Chevron Recruiters visit this campus

FEB. 21-22
Jimmy Joe Childs: ‘I’ll be back’

BY RANDY BAKER  
Marine Corps Base

It’s the eighth game of the season and the St. Louis Cardinals are headed against the once-glorious, once-world champion New York Jets. Professional gridironers from both sides are line-up for a routine kick-off waiting for a whistle from the umpire. The whistle comes and the small egg-like looking yellow sail slides through the air. Finding its mark in the hands of Jimmy Childs, the rookie from Cal Poly, Childs uncertainty trying to follow a handful of blockers but four members of the special team overtook their assignments. The cover Cal Poly receiver gets hits and feels a sharp stab near his stomach.

He gets up and the game continues. Childs doesn’t leave the game even though the pain is there. The excitement of the game has taken away the sense of pain.

Then, two days later Childs finds out he has a “ruptured large intestine” and is put out for the rest of the season.

It was in 1974 that Jimmy Joe Childs, Jr. began playing football for the Cal Poly Mustangs. That began a career for Childs as an offensive end that would eventually land him on the St. Louis Cardinals. “He was very consistent,” said Joe Harper, Cal Poly’s head football coach. “You could count on him for the big plays.”

He had speed to go deep and quickness for the short pass.

Childs was drafted by the Cardinals in the fourth round and the highest round a Mustang player has been drafted off the Cal Poly team. He signed a three-year contract for an undisclosed amount of money.

As a receiver, the 205-pound rookie had targeted a backseat to two accomplished receivers when he arrived in St. Louis — Pat Tiley and Mike Oray.

Even more discouraging, Childs wasn’t used to the large, hometown crowds. “I’ve never played before with that many fans. I just got used to it,” Childs said grinned.

“My first touchdown was against the New England Patriots and when I caught it in the end zone it was just disgusting,” Childs said glumly. “They were on their feet,” said someone. But Jimmy Childs hadn’t expected it happened.

He was slipped onto the kickoff team as a returner.

Playing along side William Harrell, a record-breaking return specialist for the University of Pacific, Childs was returning kicks-off at an average of 19.9 yards. That was before the hit came that knocked him out cold.

“It was just a regular kickoff and I wasn’t following the blocks but four guys missed their blocks and some defensive hack hit me. I think,” Childs said.

(continued on pp. 7)
Childs on the comeback

(continued from pg. 9) explained Childs. That's when he eventually sent him to the hospital.

"Things were going well, everything was going smooth," Childs said. "The (injury) was a hit to the head."

Childs hit out of the hospital after a week and a half and he recovered from the injury with about three weeks left in the Cardinal season. But Childs says he couldn't have played if he wanted to.

"I have a policy where you can't play if you're not cleared for practice," Childs said.

"They have a policy where you can't play if you're not cleared for practice," Childs said.

BACK AT SCHOOL — Childs is back at Cal Poly to finish up a he can get his degree in Physical Education. The La Puente product played for Cal Poly from 1974 through 1977.

Irish, Sycamores are one, two

"NEW YORK (AP) Notre Dame and Indiana State continue to run a fast-paced 1-2 in The Associated Press college basketball poll, with surging Duke coming on strong in the No. 3 spot.

The Irish held the lead today by a total of 35 points over the Sycamores, 1,058 to 1,023, with the help of 25 first-place ballots after posting victories last week over Brown, Xavier of Ohio and Dayton for a 15-2 record.

Indiana State, at 20-0 after decisions over New Mexico State and Tulsa, was given 30 votes for the top position this week by a nationwide panel of sports writers and broadcasters.

Duke made the race more interesting, nabbing up to the leaders with 304 points. The Blue Devils were awarded seven votes for first after victories over Wake Forest and Maryland.

Notre Dame and Indiana State both have been named on all the survey's ballots. The Irish received nothing below a No. 6 ballot while the Sycamores were named as low as No. 10 on one ballot.

UCLA moved up one spot to No. 4 with 918 points, followed closely by Louisville in No. 5 with 874.

North Carolina dropped three spots to No. 6 after a loss to Furman, collecting 729 points. Syracuse was one spot behind in No. 7 with 718 points. Louisiana State moved up two places to No. 8 with 673 points, followed by Marquette, 616, and Michigan State, 498.

The Associated Press Daily Report

Poly football players honored

Five Mustang football players were honored over the weekend for their outstanding play during the 1975 season and two others specially recognized for their leadership.

The Cal Poly Sports Awards dinner was held Saturday with defensive back Randy Smith being named the Outstanding Defensive Player.

Sophomore Robbie Martin was named Outstanding Receiver; quarterback Craig Johnson was named Outstanding Offensive Player; Steve Spencer, Outstanding Defensive Lineman and Jim Pedrotti, Outstanding Offensive Lineman.

Special recognition for overall contribution went to senior Mike Raymo and Paul Hodgson for their leadership.
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For a free, free skin analysis, come and meet the CLINIQUE COMPUTER. Clinique is a total system of skin care. And the very heart of the system is the Clinique Computer. Programmed by a group of leading dermatologists, it asks eight essential questions and analyzes the answers to determine skin type and the proper Clinique products and procedures. Then a sequence of three minutes in the morning and another three minutes at night results in better looking skin.

The good news is

CLINIQUE

has a bonus for you

YOUR BONUS: CLINIQUE "FIVE UNBEATABLES" Yours at no charge whatever with any Clinique purchase of $50 or more.

Cosmetics, downtown and More Bay.

Ready for you now — try-sizes of five Clinique products that can't be best. Each one of these beauty-workers does its job better than anything else of its kind. And, as you'll see, each has its continuity of effectiveness that makes your skin look better and better. Come in now, while it's time for your Clinique bonus — as your skin will tell you, results are Unbeatable.

Facial Soap Mild, ideal even for those usually afraid of soap.

Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion, right for all skin types.

7-Day Scrub Cream, for whenever your skin needs new freshness.

Peri-Minimizer Makeup, oil-free, gives any skin a poreless look.

Bronzer Pink Colour Rush, brand-new shade of Clinique's liquid blusher.

RILEYS